" That's no reason for not following it up/* the inspector went on. ** Do you remember this man at all well ? Could you give us a description of him ? "
Quinette said to himself, in a flash :
" Here is the decisive moment. Everything may depend on this. Now is the time for all the thought, all the clever calculations, on which I spent the whole night."
A little before dawn he had written down, point by point, the imaginary description which he had decided to give. The piece of paper was folded up in his pocket. He could remember just how the lines ran. But he must avoid the tone of voice of a man who is reciting something learned by heart. Or, rather, while he was making one effort of memory, orderly and quick, he must pretend to be making another, much more groping.
" I think I can," he began, cc though it's hardly in my line. More especially as he had a very striking face. His nose, above all — very hooked, it was ; and black eyes, under bushy brows. Thin, hollow cheeks. Rather a — how should I put it ? — Spanish air about "him ; or even Oriental.**
" A moustache ? "
" Yes.   Black, bushy, rather long/*
" Forehead high or low ? "
" Rather low."
" Thin in the face, eh? "
" Yes."
" About what age ? "
" In his forties."
" What height ?   What build ? **
" I was just going to say tall, but I'm not sure whether his thinness didn't make him look taller than he was***
" Just a moment, while I make a note of all that. In short, a kind of darky?"
" Yes . .. but not conspicuously so.**
" Had he a foreign accent ? "
** No. A rather deep voice ... nothing out of the way."
** His nose was hooked, you say. Not broken, was it ? Ot with the bone very prominent, just here ? **

